I WILL BE VALIANT PAGE 162

(THE LORD NEED VALIANT SERVANTS)

**LORD:** Right hand in L hand shape. Place right hand on left shoulder and then down to right hip.

**NEED:** Thumb and pointer make square (but with only three sides) and go down twice

**VALIANT:** Each open hand grabs shoulders. Then pull the hands away from the shoulders into fists away and then downward.

**SERVANT (SERVE MAN):** Both hand with palms facing upward at waist level like you are holding a tray. They then alternate forward and backward. Then both hands face each other and then move down signifying a man

(TO DO HIS WORK IN THE LATTER DAY)

**DO:** Both hands in C hand shape with palms down move hands in small circular motion from side to side with the same rhythm.

**HIS (SPEAKING OF GOD):** Right hand in five shape facing outward and then moving upward toward God with eyes looking upward toward God.

**WORK:** Both hands in the S hand shape with hands parallel to ground and with one hand then taps the back of the other hand several times at the wrist.

**NOW:** Both hands in Y hand shapes with palms facing up and drop hands down sharply twice.

(WHO FOLLOW THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS)

**NEED:** Thumb and pointer make square (but with only three sides) and go down twice

**FOLLOW:** Both hands in A hand shape with one in front of the other and then move them away from the body so one is following the other.

**JESUS:** Touch the center of each palm with the tip of the other hand’s middle finger.

**GOSPEL:** Right hand is in the G hand shape. The left hand is in a fist. The G hits the back of the fist twice.

(AND SERVE HIS PEOPLE IN A LOVING WAY)

**AND:** Right hand open hand with all fingers outstretched. Reach across to the left side of your body with open hand and then fingers gradually close together as it crosses the body back to the right side.

**SERVE:** Both hand with palms facing upward at waist level like you are holding a tray. They then alternate forward and backward.

**HIS (SPEAKING OF GOD):** Right hand in five shape facing outward and then moving upward toward God with eyes looking upward toward God.

**PEOPLE:** Both hands in P hand shape down by waist and moving upward and around in alternating circles.
WITH: Both hands in A hand shapes with thumbs on the top and the hands touch each other one coming from the right and one coming from the left and meeting in the middle.

LOVE: Both hands in fists and then cross across the heart.

(I WILL BE HIS SERVANT)

HIS (SPEAKING OF GOD): Right hand in five shape facing outward and then moving upward toward God with eyes looking upward toward God.

SERVANT (SERVE MAN): Both hand with palms facing upward at waist level like you are holding a tray. They then alternate forward and backward. Then both hands face each other and then move down signifying a man

I VOLUNTEER: Raising your right hand like you are volunteering for an assignment.

(AND KEEP MY COVENANTS VALIANTLY)

WILL: Right hand in #5 hand shape with fingers together and palm open facing ear and then forward. The body represents the Present in ASL, the future is indicated by the forward movement.

OBEY: O hand shapes for both hands. Place hands near forehead and cheek with one hand on top of the other and then move to open palm upward toward Deity.

COVENANT: Right hand in #1 hand shape that touches lips and then moves with hand shape in a five pointing upward with left hand in a similar shape with fingertips under right elbow as though you are taking an oath in a courtroom.

VALIANT: Each open hand grabs shoulders. Then pull the hands away from the shoulders into fists away and then downward.

(I’LL STAND FOR TRUTH)

I: Point to self.

SUPPORT: Both hands in fist hand shape. Have the left fist out near chest and then have the right fist come up from the bottom and hit the bottom of the left fist.

TRUTH: Right hand in H hand shape and left hand with palm upward. The right hand moves down the middle of the other hand in a straight line with exactness.

(I’LL STAND FOR RIGHT)

I: Point to self.

SUPPORT: Both hands in fist hand shape. Have the left fist out near chest and then have the right fist come up from the bottom and hit the bottom of the left fist.

RIGHTEOUSNESS: Both hands in #1 hand shape. Then move the right fist on top of the left fist and strike it twice.

(THE LORD CAN DEPEND ON ME)
**LORD:** Right hand in L hand shape. Place right hand on left shoulder and then down to right hip.

**CAN:** Both hands in fists at waist level a few inches apart and drop them down a few inches.

**DEPEND ON ME:** Both hands in the #1 hand shape. Have the fingertips of the index fingers touching and then have them push down twice toward your body.